HUMAN+ FELLOWSHIPS 2021-23

Institute: Trinity Long Room Hub Arts and Humanities Research Institute, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

HUMAN+ is an international and interdisciplinary fellowship programme led by the Trinity Long Room Hub Arts and Humanities Research Institute and ADAPT, the Science Foundation Ireland Centre for Digital Content Innovation, at Trinity College Dublin. It is supported by the prestigious European Commission Horizon 2020 Marie Skłodowska-Curie cofund actions. The HUMAN+ fellowship programme will appoint up to 18 fellows for two-year periods between 2021 and 2025. The programme is seeking world leading researchers who understand technology as well as humanistic principles to address human centric approaches to technology development. The first call for applications for fellowships to commence in October 2021 is now open until 30th January 2021.


Read more about the call: https://humanplus.ie